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The conservation of orbital angular momentum has the following consequence for Scott-effect
experiments: The torque exerted on the outer cylinder is equal in size but opposite in direction
to the torque on the inner cylinder. This is true for each of the two contributions to the torque,
namely, the bulk and slip contribution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently Wood et al. ' reported an experimental
study of the conservation of angular momentum in
thermomagnetic torque experiments (Scott ef.—
fect'"). Actually, they found no net torque on an
inverted double-walled tube filled with nitrogen
and placed in an axial magnetic field; a tempera-
ture difference between the inner and the outer
wall was maintained. This observation, as well
as previous experiments by Scott et al. ,' indicate
that the torque v; exerted on the outer cylinder
(in a Scott-effect apparatus) is equal in size but
opposite in direction to the torque 7,. on the inner
cylinder, a result which is not surprising at all,
since it is based on the conservation of angular
momentum, as is shown in Sec. II of this note. In
Sec. III of this note the relation between the flow
field and the torque is discussed.
II. CONSERVATION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM
Within the range of validity of the generalized
Boltzmann equation for a dilute gas of polyatomic
molecules, due to Waldmann and Snider, ' the pres-
sure tensor p is symmetric, ~
P pp Ppp'
Then the conservation equation for linear momen-
tum
D
n mv+V P =6Dt
leads to a conservation equation for orbital angular
momentum
zz
— (Xxmv)+V ~ L =0Dt
where
Lpp —P~ t6ppl~t g p1
is the flux of orbital angular momentum, and
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where n~ is the local outer unit normal of the gas
at 0~. The force the gas exerts on the unit area of
o~ is f~ =n~ p, and n„~ L =X~ f~ is the torque
per unit area of 0~, i.e.,
dg XX f~
E
is the total torque exerted on v~. In a steady state,
Eq. (3) reduces to
gT, =O, (4)
i.e., there is no net torque on any closed container
(volume V) filled with gas. For the application to a
Scott-effect experiment we take as volume V the
space between the two coaxial cylinders of length
L and radii R,. and R, (R,. &A,). Since the bottom
and top of this volume give no contribution to the
torque, we are left with
7, +v,. =0, (5)
i.e., the torque v; on the outer cylinder is equal in
size and opposite in direction. to the torque ~,. on
the inner cylinder. This fact is a direct conse-
quence of the symmetry of the pressure tensor, or
equivalently the conservation of orbital angular
momentum.
III. SLIP FLOW IN THERMOMAGNETIC TORQUE
EXPERIMENTS
The possibility of the existence of an azimuthal
flow in the thermomagnetic torque experiments has
been discussed since Scott and co-workers dis-
is the total (or substantial) time derivative. Hence
not only is the total angular momentum conserved
but also the orbital and intrinsic angular momen-
tum are conserved separately. The integration of
Eq. (2) over any gas volume V bounded by the sur-
faces UE gives
r
dVn(Xxmv)+ dvnr ~ L =0,dt
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covered this effect. ' The existence of this azi-
muthal flow is apparent from measurements of
Scott et al.' and Weinstein and Keeney. ' Two dif-
ferent mechanisms have been considered. Wald-
mann' introduced a "thermomagnetic slip" due to
an asymmetry in the distribution of polarized mole-
cules reflected from the surface. On the other
hand, Levi and Beenakker' pointed out that the
transverse component of the heat flux (in a magne-
tic field) causes a thermal creep along the cylin-
ders. Park and Dahler'o presented a kinetic-
theory-based approach to these slip problems.
The ensuing flow field gives rise to a torque which
may be called the "slip torque. "
Even without any flow of the gas there is a torque
due to thermal stresses arising from second-order
derivatives of temperatures (V V T) This ."bulk
torque" has been calculated by Levi et al." and
a quantitative evaluation is possible with the knowl-
edge obtained from the Senftleben Beenakker ef-
fects' of viscosity and thermal conductivity. The
bulk torque has the same direction as the observed
torque but is greater in magnitude, ' " indicating
that the slip flow gives rise to a torque in the
opposite direction. This conclusion is confirmed
by the direct observation of the thermomagnetic
slip effects in experiments on the thermomagnetic
pressure difference by Hulsman et a/. ,"which give
a method to estimate the slip torque, ' since the
thermal stresses do not exist in a, gas between flat
plates (V VT =0).
If the magnetic field direction lj is parallel to the
cylinder axis the flow velocity has only Rn azimuth-
al component, which depends on the distance r
from the axis. The Navier-Stokes equation (ne-
glecting all inhomogeneous terms arising from the
polarizations") V ~ Vv =0 determines the spatial
variation:
v =hxu(C/r+Dr),
where u is the unit vector in the radial direction.
From the viscous pressure tensor(p„)z =-2q(Vv)~
[where ( )~ denotes the symmetric traceless part],
the resulting slip torque is calculated:
The bulk contribution v,' to the total torque
was calculated by Levi et a/. " from the thermal
stresses which are determined by V V T.
In Fig. 1 the direction of the flow field and of the
resulting slip torque are shown for nitrogen gas
in a Scott torque apparatus with a heated cylinder.
According to thermomagnetic pressure difference
measurements by Hulsman et al. ,"the gas turns
in the Kx VT direction; hence the slip torque P, '
has the direction 6 of the magnetic field. The
total torque' as well as the bulk torque" have the
opposite direction -K.
In experiments by Weinstein and Keeney' and by
Scott et al.' radial baffles were introduced between
the two cylinders to disturb the flow field. A de-
crease of the torque was observed in cases where
the distance between the baffle edge and the inner
cylinder was smaller than about 10 mean free
paths. 4 Such a small clearance interrupts the free
circulation of the gas and causes it to reverse its
direction at the baffle. As a result of the interplay
between this counterflow in the central part of the
circular gap and the slip flow along the cylinder
walls, a flow field is established such that there
is no net gas flow. The velocity gradient near the
inner cylinder is thus increased by the presence
of a barrier and hence the slip torque (caused by
the flow) is also increased. Consequently, the in-
troduction of a baffle causes a reduction in the
total torque. This explanation of the baffle or
barrier" experiments, together with a quantitative
estimate, was given by Waldmann" as early a.s
1970.
IV. CONCLUSION
The symmetry of the pressure tensor, valid for
a dilute gas, results in the conservation of orbital
~~)' —-Ts' = -4 peal Ch.
This result shows that the slip torque on the outer
cylinder is equal in magnitude but opposite to the
slip torque on the inner cylinder. Notice that only
the x ' term in v contributes to T',.' and that the gas
and the inner cylinder rotate in different direc-
tions.
The constants C and D are determined from the
boundary conditions at both surfaces. In the high-
pressure limit C is of the order I/P and D van-
ishes" (i.e. , is of the order I/P'). Consequently,
the velocity varies with x ' and is unidirectional.
iy
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PIG. 1. Directions of the flow field and the torques for
N2 in a Scott-torque apparatus with a heated inner cy-
linder; the magnetic field points into the drawing plane.
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angular momentum. It has been shown that, as a
consequence, the torque on the outer cylinder is
opposite in direction but equal in magnitude to the
torque exerted on the inner cylinder. Since this is
true for both the bulk and the slip contributions
separately, the assumption of any additional source
of angular momentum is not needed in order to
explain any of the torque experiments.
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